A budding movie-maker!

Meet Ashwini Venkatesh, a bright young girl studying in 10th Standard in Parikrama Centre for Learning in Jayanagar and has a strong passion for dance, sports and other activities including a new found love for movie making.

Neha Aino

Ashwini Venkatesh has carved a niche for herself by being an excellent performer and quite popular in her school. Living with her parents and sibling, Ashwini is a new budding talent in movie making. She is also a Bharatnatam dancer who loves playing lot of sports.

Ashwini comes across as an intelligent, sincere and dedicated. One special quality noticeable in her is the drive and willingness to perform better, work hard and outshine bright among other students as she aspires to make a mark in her future endeavours. She has done extremely well in film making.

Being considered ambitious, one of her dream came true recently, when her movie was nominated by Adobe Youth Voices Awards for showcasing such a commendable performance in her movie making skills.

Adobe Youth Voices approached the school and asked the children to make a movie and taught them about camera angles, sequences and shoot for a movie. Her movie was chosen among all others as the best one and was nominated for an award not just in India but internationally too.

The movie she made namely “Find Yourself” revolves around a girl who lost her father at young age and then battles her way out to fulfill her dream to start up a dance school. As she struggles due to financial problems she faced some challenges and hardships in life, lastly she conquers it all and achieves her aim by establishing a dance school.

Having been nominated by Adobe Youth Voices awards is indeed a blessing for the young kid and a prestigious title one claims for. She definitely has got what it takes to be on the top someday in future.

Ashwini said “I want to perform dances in Bharatnatam and other classical dances too as I have a keen interest towards that and I am inspired by Bollywood icons like Prabhu Deva, Hrithik Roshan and also strive to perform my best at whatever I do.”

Self Discovery: Apart from dancing, Ashwini Venkatesh is keen on making movies.